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WORLD PREMIERE EXHIBIT
THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL EXPERIENCE
BASED ON THE INTERNATIONALLY BEST-SELLING
WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK SERIES
OPENS OCTOBER 19 | TICKETS NOW ON SALE

PHILADELPHIA September 4, 2019—Strategies of survival and elements of escape are showcased in a world premiere exhibition experience debuting this fall at The Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. Based on the internationally best-selling survival handbook series that was created in Philadelphia and published in 1999 by Chronicle Books and has sold more than 10 million copies, The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Experience is a hands-on, minds-on logical series of immersive challenges providing the essential instructions for surviving unexpected but possible real-life scenarios with countless moments of excitement and laughter throughout. The exhibit opens Saturday, October 19, 2019, with tickets on sale today.

Through real-world problem solving, mind-boggling tasks, and energizing activities, the exhibit is designed to help develop the fundamental skills that are used in all worst-case scenarios: staying calm, thinking logically, using creativity, and being prepared. The exhibition features practical situational exercises that utilize many of the skills that are acquired through tinkering and making—and encourages participant exploration and discovery.

EXHIBIT EXPERIENCE

Iconic imagery of the best-selling book and brand is carried throughout the exhibit. Real-world survival stories are featured in the superhero-themed graphics, artifacts, and photos that line the Hall of Fame gallery. From evading an angry lion to surviving a shark attack, this exhibit answers: what were the survivors thinking? And what skills did they employ? The Hall also celebrates the heroes who encounter worst-case scenarios daily: emergency first responders, wildlife rescue workers, psychologists, and physical trainers.

Learn how to jump from a moving train car, pick a lock, escape from quicksand, survive an avalanche, and more in the thirteen challenges that fill the Survival Gymnasium, which offers step by step instructions, expert advice, and the training to build the worst-case survival skills.

Tools for extreme survival, including counterintuitive uses for everyday items are on display, plus graphics that share how to identify anxiety and fear within the body and uncover how stress, physical exhaustion, and disorientation can make an activity, like surviving, more challenging.

Listening stations throughout the Gymnasium reveal additional advice and how-to’s from the original audiobook voiced by film legend Burt Reynolds, and a live actor who plays the role of “Worst-Case Pro” will explore the gallery and offer witty lines and pro-tips in a humorous tone.

“Ingenuity, creative thinking, and multi-step problem-solving are not only crucial for the next-generation workforce but for everyone, and this is an exhibit that helps develop those skills in an immensely interactive and engaging way,”
said Franklin Institute President and CEO Larry Dubinski. “Millions of readers over the past two decades have been exposed to the wit and wisdom of THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK, and we are thrilled to debut the Experience this fall.”

The game-changing exhibit debuts during the international bestseller’s 20th anniversary this fall. The celebration began in April 2019 when Philadelphia natives and co-authors David Borgenicht and Joshua Piven re-launched a completely revised and updated edition of the original handbook, with 20 all-new scenarios for 21st century threats (including cyberbullying, extreme weather and “fake news”) and advice that is fully up-to-date with the latest information from dozens of experts.

“Josh and I always dreamed of turning WORST-CASE SCENARIO into an interactive experience, and we couldn’t be more excited about partnering with the Franklin Institute to make this come to life,” said co-author David Borgenicht. “Adults and kids will have a great time testing their limits, facing their fears, and learning to survive life’s sudden turns for the worst.”

“We’re so fortunate to have an amazingly talented team that’s really brought the books to life and created not just an exhibit but really a first-of-its-kind experience that’s going to amaze and educate museum visitors.” said co-author Josh Piven.


Daytime Tickets
Daily: 9:30am-5pm (last entry at 3:30pm)
Includes General Admission to The Franklin Institute
   Adults $30.00; Children (ages 3-11) $26.00

Evening Tickets
Thursday-Saturday: 5pm-8pm (last entry at 6:30pm)
Does not include General Admission to The Franklin Institute
   Adults $20.00; Children (ages 3-11) $15.00
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The Franklin Institute
Located in the heart of Philadelphia, The Franklin Institute is a renowned and innovative leader in the field of science and technology learning, as well as a dynamic center of activity. Pennsylvania’s most visited museum, it is dedicated to creating a passion for learning about science by offering access to hands-on science education. For more information, visit fi.edu and follow The Franklin Institute on Twitter @TheFranklin and Instagram @FranklinInstitute, hashtag #franklininstitute.

Quirk Books, founded by Worst-Case Scenario creator David Borgenicht, is headquartered on a charming cobblestone street in the historic Old City district of Philadelphia. Quirk publishes 30 strikingly unconventional books per year, and every title is a labor of love born out of our passions and obsessions. Always looking to set the next trend, Quirk delivers books and stories that are bold, unprecedented, beautifully designed, and affordable. Some of Quirk’s more popular titles include the best-selling YA series Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children, the Edgar Award-winning mystery The Last Policeman, fangirl favorite Geekerella, the legendary Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, and classroom favorite William Shakespeare’s Star Wars—plus children’s books, pop culture titles, gag gifts, and more. Quirk’s books are distributed worldwide by Penguin Random House and available wherever books are sold.

Josh Piven is a proud Philadelphian, a New York Times best-selling writer; an award-winning speechwriter; a television writer and producer; a playwright; and the author or co-author of more than twenty non-fiction and humor books, including This Green House, As Luck Would Have It, The Escape Artists, and The Worst-Case Scenario Survival Handbook series: the best-selling survival manual—and series--of all time. www.joshuapiven.com

Chronicle Books
One of the most admired and respected publishing companies in the U.S., Chronicle Books was founded in 1967, and over the years has developed a reputation for award-winning, innovative books. Recognized as one of the 50 best small companies to work for in the U.S. (and the only independent publisher to receive this award), the company continues to challenge conventional publishing wisdom, setting trends in both subject and format, maintaining a list that includes much-admired illustrated books and gift products in design, art, architecture, photography, food, lifestyle, pop culture, and acclaimed children’s titles. Chronicle Books’ objective is to create and distribute exceptional publishing that’s instantly recognizable for its spirit, creativity, and value. For more information about Chronicle Books, visit www.chroniclebooks.com.